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Horizon Memory Craft 9400QCP
Accessory Upgrade Kit

ANNOUNCEMENT
This kit is for upgrading you MC9400QCP. The included USB drive
features a machine upgrade that will add the Ruler Work Function to
your machine. You will also receive four brand new feet that will prove
very useful and enhance your sewing and quilting. Each foot was devised
and developed with the goal of supporting your creative needs.

Part #: 865-402-001

• Ruler Work foot QR*

• Darning Foot (open-toe) PD-H

• Variable Zigzag Open-toe Foot QZ

• USB Flash Drive with software update

• 1/4” Seam Foot O (without guide)

• Installation/usage Instructions

* Before using Ruler work foot, you need to update your MC9400QCP.

Ruler Work Foot (QR):
This foot has been developed specifically for carrying
out ruler work. Guide quilting templates along the edge
of the foot to create straight, curved or repetitious
patterns depending on the shape of the quilting template.

1. U
 pdating the sewing machine: Ruler Work function will be added into the Sewing Application
On the Ruler Work mode, select “Medium” and “Light” button directly then presser foot height
automatically adjusted to 2.5 or 1.5. (default setting is Medium: 2.5)

*You can make fine adjustments to presser foot height by
pressing the “+” or “-” key in the Manual setting window.
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2. Front of Foot is V-Shaped
To make it easier to see the area around the
needle while sewing, the front of the foot is
V-shaped.
3. Marks on the foot can be used to
determine the center point of the foot
Marks help to see the center point of the
foot hole. This helps to create accurate
ruler work designs.

Variable Zigzag Open-toe Foot (QZ)
An open type variable zigzag foot which
makes it easy to see what you’re working
on. Especially useful for detailed areas and
layered stitch finishing.

1. C
 ombining straight lines and zigzag in your work
The variable zigzag page in Sewing Applications has some
convenient settings for variable zigzag sewing. The two
stitches on the bottom of the page are suitable for this foot.
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2. Even better visibility!
As the front of the foot is wide open, the area around the needle
is very easy to see. Ideal for sewing detailed areas and layered
stitch finishing.
*Recommended speed: slow
*When using a fabric that puckers, be sure to use embroidery
hoop, iron-on stabilizer, quilt batting. (not sticker type)

1/4” Seam Foot (Without Guide) (O)
Because there is no guide plate, you can sew smoothly without
a guide catching on the seam allowance when piecing.
The raised ¼” guide line on the left side of the needle drop
position makes the foot even more convenient.

1. N
 o Guide Plate
You can sew smoothly without the guide plate getting caught at the part where the seam
allowance of the piecing overlaps.

No guide O foot:
smoothly sew the
overlapping seam
allowance parts.

Normal O foot: Seam
allowance can get
caught in guide plate.

1. 1 /4” guide on left side of needle drop as well
Because you can sew two lines from the same
direction by using the guide, the fabric stays flat
and good results can be achieved every time. Good
for Flying Geese or Half Square Triangle Piecing!
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3. For sewing many pieces of the same length, the 1/4” Seam Foot (O) and the Patchwork
mode in Sewing Applications are very convenient
The Patchwork mode has a
memory function for piecing
length.Sew a piecing piece
at your preferred length and
then select the ‘OK’ option.
The sewing machine will
then automatically stop at
the memorized length when
sewing the next piece.

Darning Foot (Open-toe) (PD-H)
With this open-toe 9 mm darning foot,
the needle is very easy to see when
free-motion quilting.

1. The front of the foot is open for better visibility
Since the front of the foot is open, the needle
area is clearly visible. Because the up and down
movement of the foot matches the needle bar, the
foot holds the fabric allowing for a nice finish and
great sewing results.
Even those who are new to free-motion
quilting will find this foot easy to use.
*Recommended speed: slow to medium
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2. The free-motion mode in Sewing Applications has many useful settings
When the free-motion mode is opened, the most suitable settings for free motion will
automatically be selected. The two stitches on the top of the page are suitable for this foot.

*Better sewing results can
be achieved by using the
straight stitch needle plate.

QV

QO

QC

The HMC9400 comes with
many useful feet for free
motion quilting. You can
choose depending on what
you want to create or your
personal preferences.
*These feet are not included in the kit.
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